Keep a complete overview at all times

- **How is my system doing?** Easy live monitoring of all system components in color-coded signals.
- **Best informed:** Live counters always show the latest count of visitors on the premises or in specific areas, entry with VIP passes or season tickets, etc.

Monitor and respond effectively

- **Always know what's going on:** Monitor events, live, as they occur.
- **Intervene as necessary:** You can spontaneously take control via the Handshake.Logic ‘Monitor’ and control access points.

Ideally equipped for all cases

- **Respond in no time at all:** Avoid errors by detecting them in advance and preparing alternative solutions.
- **Prevent unauthorized access:** System immediately displays the use of banned tickets and season passes “declared lost”.

Flexible settings

- **Individuality:** Personalize your view – choose the information you want to display.
- **Up-to-date:** Whether manager, IT staff or security personnel. Everyone gets the information they need – in an overview or detailed display.

Handshake.Logic ‘Monitor’
Handshake.Logic ‘Monitor’ is the information and control center of your system.
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